### Agenda I Learning Session

**H BUILDING AUDITORIUM H-200 I PALAIS DES NATIONS I GENEVA**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transport and Logistics Domain</th>
<th>LEARNING SESSION – Harmonizing Maritime Data – ensuring collaborative efforts to unlock efficiency and navigate sustainability IMO and UNECE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**DESCRIPTION**

This lunch and learn session in partnership with IMO will delve into the intricacies of Maritime Single Window (MSW) implementation and the pivotal role it plays in streamlining maritime operations.

It will explore the collaborative efforts of various organizations to define the IMO compendium, harmonizing data models for enhanced efficiency and interoperability across the maritime industry.

It will also delve into the significance of the IMO Compendium on Facilitation and Electronic Business, a reference model designed to harmonize semantics and formats for maritime domain information. This compendium ensures that IT systems from different stakeholders can exchange data with shared meaning, supporting not only the harmonization of MSWs but also port call optimization and the development of green and digital corridors.

The session will discuss the perspective of the European Commission on the European MSW, gaining valuable insights into the latest developments and future directions in maritime trade facilitation.

**SPEAKERS**

- Ms. Hanane Becha, Vice-Chair, UN/CEFACT
- Mr. Mikael Renz, EGDH Chair, IMO
- Mr. Martins Zieds, Policy Officer, European Commission, DG MOVE, EU Maritime Single Window